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n Introduction
Fuzz on the fabric surface is mostly un-
desirable because it degrades the appear-
ance quality and feeling, and it can also 
lead to increased pilling. During the use 
of a fabric, pilling occurs in three stages, 
due to the fabric surface rubbing against 
other surfaces; fuzz formation, entangle-
ment into pills and finally pill wear-off 
[18]. There are many studies related to 
the influence of yarn and fabric param-
eters on fuzz and pilling [1, 2, 4, 12, 18]. 
Millington pointed out that restricting 
the migration of surface fibre causes a 
decrease of the tendency to pilling; thus 
increasing the fabric tightness and yarn 
twist result in a decrease of the pilling 
formation [12]. Candan and Onal showed 
that the design of fabric and strength of 
fibres are also important for pilling. For 
example, lacoste fabric has a better per-
formance against pilling than plain-knit 
fabric. An increase in the amount of 
synthetic fibre in the blend yarn leads to 
an increase of pilling tendency due to dif-
ficult fibre wear-off. Ring yarn generally 
shows worse pilling than open-end yarn 
due to its hairy and compact structure, 
which makes fibre wear-off difficult [4]. 
However, there is another study that con-
tradicts this result; Alston pointed out that 
the pill resistance of the ring-spun fabric 
is better than the open-end yarn due to 
the poorer fibre orientation of open-end 
yarn which causes the fabric to produce 
more fuzz [1]. It has been also said that 

fabrics produced by an air-jet spun yarn 
have a lower tendency to pill than those 
made with open-end yarn, because the 
tightly wrapped structure of the air-jet 
yarn inhibits the formation of free fibre 
ends on the fabric surface, which are the 
primary reason for pilling [1, 2].

As seen from these studies, the initial 
amount of fuzz on the fabric surface is 
very important for the quality of appear-
ance, the feeling and also for the potential 
of pilling during use. Thus, it is important 
to predict the fuzz on the fabric surface 
before production. It has been seen from 
the literature that predictions by Artifi-
cial Neural Networks (ANN) have more 
promising results compared to conven-
tional prediction methods such as regres-
sion or correlation analyses, especially 
for non-linear and complex relationships 
among system variables [8 - 10, 16]. 

Even though several studies have been 
related to the prediction of several fabric 
and yarn parameters [5, 10, 11, 16], it is 
apparent that there is a great need for 
studies on the prediction of fuzz on the 
fabric surface. Therefore, in this study, 
the relationship of the fuzz on the fab-
ric surface with several yarn and fabric 
parameters was examined by simple (bi-
variate) correlations. Then, the regression 
and Artificial Neural Network methods 
were used to predict the fuzz on the fab-
ric surface and compared to each other. 

n Materials and methods
In this study, 43 samples of plain knit-
ted fabrics produced with different 
cotton yarns and on different knitting 

machines were used. The predominant 
yarn and fabric parameters that might 
affect the fuzz on the fabric surface had 
to be selected and investigated in order 
to predict the levels of fuzz on the fabric 
surface. Therefore, the yarn hairiness, the 
yarn count and the fabric tightness factor 
were considered as affecting parameters. 
Before measuring the stitch length and 
taking a photo of the fuzz on the fabric 
surface, all fabrics were placed on a flat 
surface for one week in standard atmos-
pheric conditions, 20 ± 2 °C, 65 ± 2% r.h. 
(dry relaxed fabrics). The stitch lengths 
were measured by unravelling a number 
of courses over 100 needles. The length 
of yarn was also measured and divided 
by 100 to obtain the stitch length. The av-
erage stitch lengths were calculated from 
ten readings [17]. The tightness factor 
was calculated by dividing the square root 
of yarn count in tex to the stitch length. 
The yarn hairiness has been measured 
by taking the average of three measure-
ments of 50-metre yarn (S3 value) using 
a Zweigle apparatus. The ranges of yarn 
and fabric parameters are as follows: the 
range of yarn count is between 29.5 tex 
(Ne 20) and 19.7 tex (Ne 30); the range 
of hairiness of yarn (S3 value) is between 
200 and 2500; the range of tightness 
factor is between 11 and 17; the range 
of wale density (wale/cm) is between 
10 and 15; and the range of course den-
sity (course/cm) is between 11 and 25.

Fuzz on the fabric surface was measured 
by image analysis techniques [15]. In this 
method, erosion and dilation were used 
to segment the fabric surface from the 
fuzz structure (Figure 1). Then, the fabric 
surface image was subtracted from the 
original image to obtain an image that 
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contains only the fuzz structure. On this 
image, the fuzz is converted into white 
pixels by thresholding (Figure 2). The 
percentage of the white pixel occupied 
by fuzz in the image, called fuzz density, 
has been calculated to measure the fuzzi-
ness level of the fabric surface. Detailed 
information about this process is given in 
literature [15] by the author. For subjec-
tive measurement, twenty fabric samples 
whose fuzz density was measured by 
image analysis were ranked and rated 
by five experts, according to the rela-
tive severity of fuzziness, from least to 
most fuzzy. Then, the ranked fabrics 
were rated from 1 to 20. The correlation 
coefficient between the rating values ob-
tained from subjective measurement and 
the results obtained from objective meas-
urement was established as 0.9. More 
detailed information about the subjective 
measurement can be also obtained from 
the literature [15] by the author. 

 Correlation analysis
Due to the limited amount of data avail-
able for this research, 40 of the total 
43 samples were used for regression 
analysis and training the ANN. The 
remaining 3 samples were reserved for 
checking the results obtained from both 
methods. The checking data were chosen 
among the low, moderate and high values 
of yarn hairiness. To see the relationship 

between the fuzz on the fabric surface 
and the yarn (yarn count and yarn hairi-
ness) and the fabric parameters (tightness 
factor), bi-variate correlation analyses 
were applied. As seen from Table 1, there 
is only a strong correlation between yarn 
hairiness and fuzz on the fabric surface 
(the correlation is significant at a level of 
0.01). Thus, the regression and ANN app-
roaches were applied to find a prediction 
model between these two parameters.

Regression analysis
Based on the relationships obtained 
from the bi-variate correlation analysis 
results (Table 1), levels of fuzz on the 
fabric surface was predicted by means 
of regression analysis. It is apparent that 
the correlation coeffcients (r) of linear 
and the second-power regression model 
(Equation 1 and Equation 2) are very 
low (Figure 3 and Figure 4). This may be 
due to the uncontrolled abrasion of yarn 
during knitting, depending on knitting 
conditions and yarn properties, such as 
knitting speed, contact surfaces on the 
machine, humidity, fibre properties, etc. 

FF = 0.0001 YH + 0.8378 (r: 0.36)  (1)

 FF = - 2 10-7 (YH) 2 + 0.0008 YH +   
+ 0.5337 (r: 0.61)            (2)

where:
FF - fuzz on the fabric surface,
YH - yarn hairiness,
r - the correlation coefficient.

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) with 
back-propagation learning scheme
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are 
widely used in many applications such 
as pattern recognition, non-linear system 
identification, adaptive signal process-
ing, etc. Artificial Neural Networks have 
also been applied to different textile 
problems such as classifying patterns or 
defects in textile textures, and predict-
ing fabric parameters [3, 6, 7, 13, 14]. 
Among many Artificial Neural Network 
schemes, multi-layer feed-forward neural 
networks with back-propagation learning 
algorithms based on gradient descent 
have been widely used, since they off-
er unlimited approximation power for 
non-linear mappings. Therefore, in this 
study, an ANN was used with the back-

Figure 1. Image of fabric surface. Figure 2. Fuzz on the fabric surface after image processing operations.

Table 1. Correlation between fuzz on the fabric surface and yarn, fabric parameters; 
** Correlation is significant at the level of 0.01 (2-tailed).

Subject correlation Yarn hairiness Yarn count Tightness factor
Fuzz on fabric surface 0.417** -0.287 0.217

Figure 3. Result of linear model. Figure 4. Result of second-power model.
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propagation learning scheme to predict 
the hairiness of fabric. Extracted features 
from fabric images were fed to a pre-
trained neural network for classification 
of the defects. 

In the ANN structure, all the neurons in 
one layer are fully connected to neurons 
in the next layer. The error between the 
correct output and the ANN output is 
minimised using the back-propagation 
learning method. The structure of ANN is 
given in Figure 5, and the back-propaga-
tion algorithm is briefly explained in the 
following steps. More comprehensive 
information can be found in [8, 9]:
1. A training set containing known input 

(YH)-output (FF) pairs is defined.

2. All the weights, , are arbitrarily 
assigned at the first iteration.

3. At each layer of the network, the out-
puts of the neurons are calculated in a 
forward direction.

4. At the output layer, the output of the 
ANN was compared to the given tar-
get values in the training set, resulting 
in an error term.

5. This error term is back-propagated 
through the network by updating the 
weights according to a desired algo-
rithm. The program continues for a 
given number of iterations, or until an 
accepted error is achieved.

The yarn hairiness is fed to the ANN as 
input to predict the fuzz on the fabric sur-
face at the output of the ANN. The struc-
ture of the ANN used in this research has 
two layers, consisting of 5 hidden neu-
rons with logarithmic sigmoid activation 
functions at each layer and one neuron 
at the output layer with a linear activa-
tion function. Among many advanced 
learning algorithms, the Levenberg-Mar-
guardt algorithm was preferred due to 
its fast convergence rate. The ANN was 
trained using 40 training samples, Even 
though the learning goal of 0.01 could 
not be reached, the training resulted 
in a mean square error of 0.0116 after 
500 iterations. The learning curve is 
shown in Figure 6. After the learning 
process was completed, the ANN was 
tested using the 3 samples which were 
not included in the training set. 

n Results and conclusion
From the bi-variate correlation analysis, 
it was determined that there is a strong 
relationship between the fuzz on fabric 
surface and yarn hairiness (significant at 
1% level). When the regression analysis 
is applied, the correlation coefficients are 
seen to be very low. 

To be able to compare the results of all 
models, the sum of square of errors was 

calculated for both the testing and check-
ing data (Table 2). Furthermore, the corr-
elation coefficients between fabric fuzz 
and results obtained from models (linear 
regression, second-power regression and 
ANN) were calculated by using all 43 
samples (Table 2).

When the values of the sum square total 
error (SSE, Table 2) and the correlation 
coefficient (CC, Table 2) are examined, it 
appears that the ANN gave better results 
than Equation 1 and Equation 2 for pre-
dicting levels of fuzz on the fabric sur-
face. Hence it can be said that the ANN 
gives more promising results compared 
to regression models. The results includ-
ing the ANN model were not found to be 
as good as expected, most probably due 
to the uncontrolled abrasion of yarn dur-
ing knitting (depending on the knitting 
conditions and yarn properties). Our 
results are open to further development. 
We believe that if the quantity of training 
data is increased, the results of the ANN 
model can also be improved. 
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